Stackcables 2 year warranty
Stackcables warranty covers defects in manufacturing. If you experience any of the following
defects during the 2 year warranty period please contact the shop you bought them from for
replacement. The following defects are covered:
1. The wire end comes out of the moulded head of the Stackcable.
2. Loss of electrical connection. If your Stackcable does not pass a signal through its plugs or
jacks it is most likely the internal wiring breaking.
The following are not covered by warranty:
Damage to the cable the plug or contacts by abuse are not covered: Please use your
Stackcables gently and avoid excess pressure on them. When un-patching or when pulling a
Stackcable from a pile of cables please do not pull the Stackcable by its wire. Always handle
the Stackcable by plug/jack only. Please do not use Stackcables with fake stacking cables
of any type as these will damage the Stackcables contacts, damage which is not covered by
warranty.
Contact oxidation: Stackcables stored in a humid environment or that have been stored
unused for long period of time might develop a discontinuity issue due to oxidation growing
on the contacts. Unless the damage is extreme, this problem can be solved by gently brushing
the plug with an iron brush to remove the layer of oxidation and plugging into the back jacks
several times, which will help remove the layer of oxidation from the internal contacts.
Contact maintenance:
The contacts of the back jack of the Stackcable are made for a secure fit with standard 3.5mm
plugs. With use, those contacts will loosen up over time. In situations where connection is not
solid, simple maintenance of the contacts is recommended. Please see the drawing on the
next page on how to bring the contacts back into shape. Please use a small flat screw driver
and gently bend back the contacts to their original shape. Do this in steps while testing
after each step.

Using a ﬂash light locate the postion of the two contacts. Using a small
ﬂat-head screw drive bent the contacts toward the center. Do this gently
and in steps till the contacts feel tight again.

Slightly bent the contact this way

Slightly bent the contact this way

